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 This aConstant-temperature molecular-dynamics algorithms for mixed
hard-core Õcontinuous potentials
Yao A. Houndonougbo and Brian B. Lairda)
Department of Chemistry, University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas 66045
~Received 8 April 2002; accepted 19 April 2002!
We present a set of second-order, time-reversible algorithms for the isothermal~NVT!
molecular-dynamics~MD! simulation of systems with mixed hard-core/continuous potentials. The
methods are generated by combining real-time Nose´ thermostats with our previously developed
Collision Verlet algorithm@Mol. Phys.98, 309~1999!# for constant energy MD simulation. In all we
present five methods, one based on the Nose´–Hoover@Phys. Rev. A31, 1695~1985!# equations of
motion and four based on the Nose´–Poincare´ @J. Comput. Phys.151, 114 ~1999!# real-time
formulation of Nose´ dynamics. The methods are tested using a system of hard spheres with
attractive tails and all correctly reproduce a canonical distribution of instantaneous temperature. The
Nosé–Hoover based method and two of the Nose´–Poincare´ methods are shown to have good energy
conservation in long simulations. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
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ichI. INTRODUCTION
Algorithms for molecular-dynamics simulation can ge
erally be divided into two distinct classes depending up
the nature of the potential.1 For systems with continuousl
differentiable potentials, the trajectory is generated throu
the numerical integration of the equations of motion—
coupled set of differential equations—typically with a fixe
time step. At the other end of the spectrum are methods
discontinuous potentials, such as hard spheres or the sq
well potential. Such algorithms are event driven in that
system is advanced ballistically between ‘‘collisions,’’ whic
are then resolved exactly. There exist, however, model in
action potentials of theoretical and practical importance t
are hybrids of continuous and discontinuous potentials,
example, the restricted primitive model for electrolyte so
tions or the dipolar hard-sphere model of polar fluids.
date, simulation studies for such systems have been prim
restricted to Monte Carlo studies due to the lack of a via
molecular-dynamics~MD! algorithm. To remedy this, we
have recently introduced a new molecular-dynamics met
for such systems.2 The algorithm, referred to as Collisio
Verlet, has good energy conservation and is far more st
over long time simulation than previous integrators for h
brid continuous/discontinuous systems. The Collision Ve
algorithm was formulated as a constant energy simula
method, which generates configurations from a microcan
cal ~NVE! distribution. However, to mimic experimenta
conditions most modern simulations are run under isother
~NVT! or isothermal/isobaric~NPT! conditions. In this work,
we introduce and evaluate several reformulations of Co
sion Verlet to generate trajectories whose phase space p
are canonically~isothermally! distributed.
The NVT ~isothermal! Collision Verlet algorithms devel-
oped here are all based on the extended Hamiltonian
a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.1000021-9606/2002/117(3)/1001/9/$19.00
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Nosé,3 which is a standard technique for generating cano
cal trajectories for the simulation of systems with continuo
interaction potentials. In the Nose´ approach, the phase spac
of the system is augmented by the introduction of an au
liary variables and its conjugate momentump ~with ‘‘mass’’
Q!. For a system with a potentialV, the Nose´ extended
Hamiltonian is
HNosé5(
i
p̃i
2
2mis
2 1V~q!1
p2
2Q
1gkT ln s, ~1!
wherep̃i is the momentum conjugate to the positionqi and is
related to the actual momentum,pi , by the relationpi
5 p̃i /s, and the parameterg5Nf11, whereNf is the num-
ber of degrees of freedom of the system. With this choice
g, it can be readily shown,3 assuming ergodicity, that con
stant energy~microcanonical! dynamics generated by th
NoséHamiltonian produces a canonical~constant tempera
ture! distribution in the reduced phase space$p̃/s,q%.
The generation of phase space configurations distribu
in the canonical ensemble within the Nose´ dynamical
scheme is accomplished by a dynamical rescaling of tim
The real time of the simulation,t, is related to the Nose´ time,
t, by the transformationdt/dt5s. Since numerical integra
tion methods generally operate with a fixed time step,
transformation to real time generates a nonuniform grid
time points,4 which is inconvenient for the calculation o
system averages. To remedy this, two schemes have
developed to produce equations of motion for Nose´ dynam-
ics that generate trajectories directly in real time. By app
ing time and coordinate transformations directly to the No´
equations of motion, Hoover5 derived a set of real-time equa
tions of motion for Nose´ dynamics, defining the so-calle
Nosé–Hoover method. Although this approach is curren
the most popular isothermal simulation method, it has
drawback that the equations are non-Hamiltonian in struc
due to the non-canonical coordinated transformation, wh1 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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 This aprecludes the use of symplectic integration schemes.6 In an
alternate approach Bond, Leimkuhler, and Laird7 apply a
Poincare´ time transformation to the Nose´ Hamiltonian to
give the so-called Nose´–Poincare Hamiltonian, from which
real-time, fully Hamiltonian equations of motion for Nos´
dynamics are generated.
In this work we present constant-temperature simulat
methods for mixed continuous/discontinuous interaction
tentials generated by adapting the Collision Verlet meth
within both the Nose´–Hoover and Nose´–Poincare´ schemes.
In the next section we briefly review the standard Collisi
Verlet algorithm2 followed by the introduction of the Nose´–
Hoover Collision Verlet~NHCV! and Nose´–Poincare´ Colli-
sion Verlet ~NPCV! algorithms in Secs. III and IV, respec
tively. The algorithms are evaluated in Sec. V throu
numerical experiments on a model system. In Sec. VI,
conclude.
II. THE COLLISION VERLET ALGORITHM
In this section we review the Collision Verlet2 algorithm
for the numerical integration of the dynamics of syste
with mixed continuous/discontinuous interaction potentia
We considerN particles interacting through a continuous p
tential plus a hard core, assumed here to be spherical
facilitate the construction of numerical methods, it is use
to describe the dynamics of the system within a Hamilton
format, but for a system with a discontinuous potential
construction of a Hamiltonian as the generator of the
namical equations of motion is problematic. In this work, w
observe that the hard-sphere interaction potential,Vhs($q%),
typically can be approximated to any degree of accuracy b
sequence of steeply repulsive continuous functions. In
sense, the energy functionH of the mixed system is refere
to here as a pseudo-Hamiltonian. Here the pseu
Hamiltonian is given by
H5T~p!1Vhs~$q%!1Vc~$q%!, ~2!
where the kinetic energyT(p)5( i(pi
2/2mi), Vhs($q%) is the
hard sphere potential andVc($q%) is a continuously differen-
tiable potential energy function, that we assume to be p
wise additive, that is,
Vc~$q%!5(
i
(
j . i
vc~qi j !,
wherevc is a pair potential,qi j is the distance between tw
particles indexed byi and j, and the sum is over all pairs o
particles.
The Collision Verlet algorithm is based on the splittin
of the continuous pair potential,vc(q), into a short range
part,v1(q), and a long range part,v2(q), according to
vc~q!5v1~q!1v2~q!. ~3!
The potential splitting is rendered so that the force due to
long-range part of the potential vanishes at the hard-sp
contact distance@i.e., v28(s)50#. This form of the potential
splitting is necessary for the construction of a second-or
method. For the motivation and specific details of this sp
ting technique the reader is referred to Ref. 2. The pseurticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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Hamiltonian is then split accordingly. For generality, co
sider H as a pseudo-Hamiltonian of any given mixe
impulsive-continuous system. Next, we partitionH in the
following way:
H5H11H2 , ~4!
whereH1 includes the kinetic energy, the hard sphere pot
tial, Vhs, and the short range potential,V1 ; H2 must include
the long range potential,V2 . A Trotter factorization
6 then
gives the following approximation for the dynamical flo
map, fH(t), defined as the operator~associated with the
HamiltonianH! that advances the phase space configura
time t into the future,
fH~t!5fH2S t2DfH1~t!fH2S t2D . ~5!
Since H2 only contains the long-range potential, the flo
map fH2 can be constructed exactly. The flow map cor
sponding toH1 is approximated in the following way:
fH1'fT1V1~t nc11
~c! !)
i 51
nc
@fVhsfT1V1~t nc112 i
~c! !#, ~6!
wherenc is the number of hard-sphere collisions during t
time steph, t i
(c) is the time between each collision@with t1
(c)
being measured from the beginning of the time step until
first collision andtnc11
(c) measured from the last collision t
the end of the time step so that( i 51
nc11t c
i 5t#, andfVhs is the
flow map for an instantaneous hard-sphere collision. Fina
the flow map for the motion of the particle between col
sions is approximated using the Sto¨mer–Verlet algorithm
generated by a further Trotter factorization,
fT1V1~t!'fV1S t2DfT~t!fV1S t2D . ~7!
The most CPU intensive part of the Collision Verlet a
gorithm is the determination of the time to next collisiontc .
The collision condition for two particlesi and j can be writ-
ten as
iqi~tc!2qj~tc!i22s250. ~8!
Since the trajectories between collisions are approxima
within the Collision Verlet scheme by quadratic equation
the collision condition~8! is a quartic equation. To ensur
that all collisions are resolved correctly, it is necessary
accurately resolve the smallest positive root to this qua
equation. This is not a trivial problem as the root becom
increasingly ill conditioned as smaller time steps are u
~i.e., when the time to collision is small!. To increase effi-
ciency and accuracy of the computation, we employed in
the simulations in this paper a root finding method based
Cauchy indices.8 The details of the collision-time calculatio
are given in the Appendix.ject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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 This aIII. COLLISION VERLET WITH A NOSÉ –HOOVER
THERMOSTAT
As discussed in the Introduction, the Nose´–Hoover
method for isothermal molecular-dynamics simulation
generated by applying time and coordinate transformati
to the equations of motion generated by the Nose´ Hamil-
tonian @Eq. ~1!#, which are
dqi
dt
5
p̃i
mis
2 ,
ds
dt
5
t
Q
, ~9!
dp̃i
dt
52
]
]qi
Vc~q!,
dp
dt
5(
i
p̃i
2
mis
32
gkT
s
. ~10!
Conversion to real time,t, is accomplished through the fo
lowing transformations:
p5
p̃
s
,
dt
dt
5s. ~11!
In addition, Hoover simplified the resulting equations of m
tion by introducing a further variable transformation
h5 ln s j5ḣ, ~12!
resulting in the so-called Nose´–Hoover equations of motion
q̇i5
pi
mi
, ṗi52
]
]qi
V~q!2pij, ~13!
ḣ5j, j̇5
1
Q S (i pi
2
mi
2gkTD . ~14!
These equations of motion can be shown to generate
figurations distributed according to an isothermal~canonical!
distribution as long as the system is ergodic andg5Nf ,
where Nf is the number of degrees of freedom. Since
coordinate transformation is noncanonical, the equation
motion are not generated by a Hamiltonian; however, a c
served energy does exist and is given by
E5(
i
pi
2
2mi
1V~q!1
1
2
Qj21gkTh. ~15!
In order to simplify the construction of splitting method
for this non-Hamiltonian system and to make contact w
the earlier literature, we write the flow map in terms of
Liouville operator,L, as follows:
f~t!5eL. ~16!
The Liouville operator corresponding to the Nose´–Hoover
equations of motion above is
L5(
i
pi
mi
]
]qi
1Lhs2(
i
pij
]
]pi
2(
i
]
]qi
V~q!
]
]pi
1j
]
]h
1
1
Q S (i pi
2
mi
2gkTD ]]j , ~17!
where we have explicitly included a hard-sphere term,Lhs.
To get a reversible method for the Nose´–Hoover method
with mixed potentials, the above Liouville operator is split
the following way:rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
129.237.46.100 On: Tue,s
-
n-
e
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L5L11L21L3 , ~18!
with
L15Lhs1(
i
pi
mi
]
]qi
2(
i
]
]qi
V1~q!
]
]pi
, ~19!
L252
]
]qi
V2~q!
]
]pi
, ~20!
and
L352(
i
pij
]
]pi
1
1
Q S (i pi
2
mi
2gkTD ]]j 1j ]]h .
~21!
A Trotter factorization is now applied to this splitting,
eLt5eL3t/2eL2t/2eL1teL2t/2eL3t/21O~t3!. ~22!
The operatoreL1t is approximated using the Collision Verle
method described in the previous section@see Eq.~6!#. The
solution of the operatoreL2t/2 is straightforward. To find the
solution of the operatoreL3t/2, i.e.,
S qi ,n11pi ,n11hn11
jn11
D 5eL3t/2S qi ,npi ,nhn
jn
D , ~23!
we further splitL3 . That is,
L35L3~1!1L3~2! , ~24!
with
L3~1!52(
i
pij
]
]pi
1j
]
]h
, ~25!
and
L3~2!5
1
Q S (i pi
2
mi
2gkTD ]]j . ~26!
The corresponding Trotter factorization of this splitting is
eL3t'eL3
~2!t/2eL3
~1!teL3
~2!t/2. ~27!
The solution of the operatoreL3
(2)t/2 is straightforward. The
operatoreL3
(1)t is solve from a further splitting. The solutio
of the operatoreL3t/2 gives
jn11/25jn1
t
4Q S (i ~pi ,n!
2
mi
2gkTD , ~28!
hn115hn1
t
2
jn11/2, ~29!
pi ,n115pi ,n
12tjn11/2/4
11tjn11/2/4
, ~30!
jn115jn11/21
t
4Q S (i ~pi ,n11!
2
mi
2gkTD . ~31!
The algorithm is tested in Sec. V for a system of ha
spheres with inverse-sixth-power attractive tails. Certainject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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 This athe Liouville operator splitting used above is not the on
possible method. For example, another splitting is
L5L11L2 , ~32!
with
L15(
i
pi
mi
]
]qi
1Lhs2(
i
]
]qi
V1~q!
]
]pi
, ~33!
and
L252(
i
pij
]
]pi
2
]
]qi
V2~q!
]
]pi
1
1
Q S (i pi
2
mi
2gkTD ]]j 1j ]]h ~34!
can be used. Using a Trotter factorization gives
eLt'eL2t/2eL1teL2t/2. ~35!
IV. COLLISION VERLET WITH A NOSÉ –POINCARÉ
THERMOSTAT
The Nose´–Hoover formulation of constant-temperatu
dynamics is non-Hamiltonian in structure, thereby preve
ing the use of symplectic integration schemes, which,
systems with continuous potentials, can be shown to enha
long-term stability.6 Recently, Bond, Leimkuhler, and Laird7
proposed a new real-time, but fully Hamiltonian, formulati
of the Nose´ constant-temperature dynamics. This is acco
plished by performing a time transformation, not to the No´
equations of motion as with Nose´–Hoover, but directly to the
Hamiltonian using a Poincare´ time transformation, as fol-
lows:
HNP5s~HNose´2H0!, ~36!
whereH0 is the initial value ofHNosé . Combining Eqs.~1!
and ~36! the Nose´–Poincare´ thermostat Hamiltonian of a
physical system consisting ofN particles is expressed as th
following:
HNP5sS (
i
p̃i
2
2mis
2 1Vc~q!1
p2
2Q
1gkT ln s2H0D .
~37!
In order to sample the correct canonical distribution, the c
stantg is taken to be the number of degrees of freedom,7 g
5Nf . The equations of motion are
q̇i5
p̃i
mis
, ṡ5s
p
Q
, ~38!
p8 i52s
]
]qi
Vc~q!, ṗ5(
i
p̃i
2
mis
22gkT2DH, ~39!
DH5(
i
p̃i
2
2mis
2 1Vc~q!1
p2
2Q
1gkT ln s2H0 . ~40!
Note that, when solved exactly, the Nose´-Poincare´ and Nose´-
Hoover equations generate identical trajectories. It is in
construction of approximate numerical methods that th
two approaches differ.rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
129.237.46.100 On: Tue,t-
r
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For the present case, we write the Nose´–Poincare´ ther-
mostat pseudo-Hamiltonian~see Sec. II! for a mixed hard-
core/continuous potentials system,
HNP5sS (
i
p̃i
2
2mis
2 1Vhs~q!1Vc~q!
1
p2
2Q
1gkT ln s2H0D . ~41!
There are a variety of ways in which one can construct
merical integration algorithms using this Hamiltonian. T
this end, we first consider two ways of splitting the ove
NP Hamiltonian:
Splitting I:
H15sS (
i
p̃i
2
2mis
2 1Vhs~q!1V1~q!1gkT ln s2H0D ,
~42!
H25sS V2~q!1 p22QD , ~43!
Splitting II:
H15sS (
i
p̃i
2
2mis
2 1Vhs~q!1V1~q!2H0D , ~44!
H25sS V2~q!1 p22Q 1gkT ln sD . ~45!
A Trotter factorization of the flow map@Eq. ~5!# is applied to
each splitting. To approximate the flow map generated
H1 , we employ the Collision Verlet scheme given in Eq.~6!
to integrate the system from collision to collision under t
influence of the short-range potential. Sinces is a constant in
the dynamics generated byH1 in both splittings, the
Störmer–Verlet algorithm can be used to integrate the traj
tory between collisions, with the collision time being calc
lated as described in the Appendix. For splitting I, Sto¨rmer–
Verlet gives
p̃i ,n11/25 p̃i ,n11/22
t
2
sn
]
]qi
V1~qn!, ~46!
pn11/25pn11/2
1
t
2 F(i 1mi S p̃i ,n11/2sn D
2
2DH~qn ,p̃i ,n11/2,sn!G ,
~47!
qi ,n115qi ,n1t
p̃i ,n11/2
misn
, ~48!
pn115pn11/2
1
t
2 F(i 1mi S p̃i ,n11/2sn D
2
2DH~qn11 ,p̃i ,n11/2,sn!G ,
~49!ject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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 This ap̃i ,n115 p̃i ,n11/22
t
2
sn
]
]qi
V1~qn11!. ~50!
The equations for splitting II can be similarly generated.
In both splittings I and II the integration ofH2 is com-
plicated by the presence of boths and its conjugate momen
tum p, but here we consider two possible approaches:
H2 Integration Method 1: Since the Hamiltonian here i
nonseparable, the Generalized Leapfrog7,9,10 scheme, a fully
symplectic extension of the Sto¨rmer–Verlet algorithm for
nonseparable Hamiltonians, can be used. The resulting
gration method for splitting I with time stept is
p̃i ,n11/25 p̃i ,n2
t
2
sn
]
]qi
V2~qn!, ~51!
pn11/25ps,n2
t
2
~gkT1DH2~qn ,sn ,pn11/2!!, ~52!
sn115sn1
t
2
~sn1sn11!
pn11/2
Q
, ~53!
pn115pn11/22
t
2
~gkT1DH2~qn ,sn11 ,pn11/2!!, ~54!
p̃i ,n115 p̃i ,n11/22
t
2
sn11
]
]qi
V2~qn!. ~55!
The integrator given above is explicit. Equation~52! requires
the solution of a scalar quadratic equation forpn11/2. De-
tails of how to solve this equation without involving subtra
tive cancellation can be found in Ref. 7. The application
method 1 for theH2 in splitting II is similar and straightfor-
ward.
H2 Integration Method 2: Instead of using Generalize
Leapfrog, we employ a splitting ofH2 ,
H25H2~1!1H2~2! . ~56!
For splitting I, we use
Hs~1!5
sp2
2Q
, ~57!
H2~2!5sV2~q!. ~58!
Since no conjugate pair appears inH2(2) , its dynamics for a
time stept is exactly solvable,
p̃i ,n115 p̃i ,n2tsn
]
]qi
V2~qn!, ~59!
pn115pn2tV2~qn!. ~60!
Only equations involving variablesp andp are shown above
becauseq ands are constants of motion. The solution of th
dynamics ofH2(1) involves a conjugate pairs and p, but it
can be solved exactly.11 Thus the time evolution ofH2(1) for
the time stept is
sn115snS 11 pn2Q t D
2
, ~61!rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
129.237.46.100 On: Tue,te-
f
pn115
pn
11
pn
2Q
t
. ~62!
Here, it isq and p̃ that are constants of motion. Again, th
application of method 2 for splitting II is similar an
straightforward.
Combining the two overall splittings for the NP Hami
tonian with the two methods for integratingH2 , gives a total
of four proposed algorithms for the Nose´–Poincare´
Collision-Verlet ~NPCV! method. These are:
~1! NPCV1: Splitting I1H2 integration method 1;
~2! NPCV2: Splitting I1H2 integration method 2;
~3! NPCV3: Splitting II1H2 integration method 1;
~4! NPCV4: Splitting II1H2 integration method 2.
In the next section we test these four algorithms for a mo
system and compare them with each other and with
Nosé–Hoover Collision Verlet~NHCV! method outlined in
the previous section.
V. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS ON A MODEL
POTENTIAL
We test the various NVT Collision Verlet algorithms pro
posed in this paper using a system of hard spheres with
attractive inverse-sixth-power continuous potential,
vc52eS sq D
6
, ~63!
wheres is the hard-sphere diameter. The potential is tru
cated at the distanceqc52.5s and, to ensure its continuity, i
is shifted and smoothed so that potential and the force va
beyond the cutoff distance. We split the above potential i
short and long-range parts, as prescribed in Eqs.~19!–~25! of
Ref. 2. The values of input parametersq1 and q2 are 1.3s
and 1.5s, respectively.
The MD simulations were carried out on systems ofN
5500 particles. A system of reduced units was chosen so
all quantities are dimensionless: as units of distance and
ergy we used the potential parameterss ande, respectively,
and the mass of one atom as the unit mass. The unit of t
is (ms2/e)1/2. An asterisk superscript indicates reduc
units. In all simulations the density wasr* 5rs350.7 with
reduced temperatureT* 5kT/e51.5. In addition, a cubic
box with periodic boundary conditions was used. In order
improve efficiency, neighbor~Verlet! lists1 were used for the
evaluation of the short range force, the long range force,
the collision times. In all of our simulations, we setg5Nf
with Nf53(N21) to correct for the fact that in a molecula
dynamics simulation the total linear momentum
conserved.12 Each run was started from an initial configur
tion produced after an equilibration run of 200 000 time ste
~with t* 50.001! starting from a face centered cube~fcc!
lattice with the particle velocities chosen from a Boltzma
distribution atT* 51.5. The initial values of the extende
variables in all of the numerical experiments are set to
s051 andps,050 in the case of the Nose´–Poincare´ thermo-ject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
 16 Sep 2014 18:31:58
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 This astat methods. In the case of the Nose´–Hoover method, the
initial values of the extended variables are thush050 and
j050.
In order to compare the short time accuracy of the me
ods and verify that each one exhibits second-order glo
error, we show in Fig. 1 a log–log plot of the maximum
energy error for a run of total length* 512 for each method
as a function of time step,t. For comparison, a line of slop
2 is plotted to show that the global error for each method
second order, as required. In these runs the thermostat
Q was set to 1.0. Note that, due to the discontinuous na
FIG. 1. Order of accuracy of the NHCV algorithm and NPCV algorithm
1–4. Comparison is made with a line of order 2.rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
129.237.46.100 On: Tue,-
al
s
ass
re
of the dynamics, the second order global error is not sim
a consequence of the time-reversibility of the algorithms,
it also a direct result of the particular potential splitting w
have chosen.2 From Fig. 1 we see that for short runs, th
Nosé–Hoover based method has the smallest error cons
For molecular-dynamics simulation the stability durin
long runs is more important that the order or short-term
havior of the algorithm. To test this we plot the energy tr
jectory, dE5E(t)2E(t50), versus time for each of ou
methods using 106 time steps of lengtht* 5531023 ~total
time 5000!. Figure 2 shows this plot for each of the fou
Nosé–Poincare´ based methods discussed in the previous s
tion. For this system, NPCV methods 2 and 3 exhibit sign
cant drift, whereas methods 1 and 4 are more stable for l
time trajectories. The same plot for the Nose´–Hoover
method presented in Sec. III is shown in Fig. 3 with the p
for the NPCV method 1 shown for comparison. The NPC
method 1 has slightly better energy conservation for this s
tem than the Nose´–Hoover Collision Verlet algorithm, which
is comparable to the NPCV method 4, but the differences
small and could change depending on the system.
The algorithms presented here are designed to giv
canonical distribution of phase space points. A useful ch
of this is to examine the distribution of instantaneous te
perature~as defined for a system with zero total momentu!
T̂5
2
3~N21! (i
N pi
2
2m
. ~64!
A canonical distribution in momenta requires that th
quatitiy be Gaussian distributed about the target temperanFIG. 2. Energy conservation in a long simulation ru
~106 time steps! for NPCV algorithms 1–4.ject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
 16 Sep 2014 18:31:58
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 This aT with a variance of 2T2/@3(N21)#. In Fig. 4 is plotted the
temperature distributions for the 4 NPCV algorithms usin
thermostat mass of 10 measured during runs of 270 000
steps (t* 5531023) after equilibration. Figure 5 shows th
same quantity for the Nose´–Hoover Collision Verlet method
Comparison with the theoretical distribution, shown as
solid line in each plot, indicates that the canonical distrib
tion is well reproduced by all proposed algorithms.
FIG. 3. Energy vs time in a long simulation run (106 time steps! using the
NHCV and NPCV1 algorithms.rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
129.237.46.100 On: Tue,a
e
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VI. CONCLUSION
In this work we have developed several algorithm
based on the extended Hamiltonian thermostat of Nose´, to
perform constant temperature~NVT! molecular-dynamics
simulations of systems with mixed hard-core/continuous p
FIG. 5. Instantaneous temperature distribution for the NHCV simulatio
~circles!. The exact canonical distribution is shown as a solid line.he
is-FIG. 4. Instantaneous temperature distributions for t
NPCV algorithms 1–4. In each, the exact canonical d
tribution is shown as a solid line.ject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
 16 Sep 2014 18:31:58
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 This atentials. The methods are extentions of our recently de
oped Collision Verlet method2 for constant energy~NVE!
MD simulation. These new methods, to our knowledge, r
resent the first viable canonical molecular-dynamics simu
tion methods for hybrid discontinous/continuous potentia
Specifically, five new algorithms have been presen
and tested. The first algorithm, the Nose´–Hoover Collision
Verlet ~NHCV! algorithm, is based on application of th
Nosé–Hoover thermostat5 to the Collision Verlet scheme
The other four algorithms presented are based on the No´–
Poincare formulation of real-time Nose´ dynamics. These
Nosé–Poincare´ Collision Verlet methods differ from one an
other in the details of the numerical scheme used to integ
the equations of motion. All methods were shown to g
second-order global error in test simulations with the NHC
method having the smallest error constant for short-ti
simulations. The NHCV algorithm and two of the present
NPCV algorithms~NPCV1 and NPCV4! were found to ex-
hibit good stability in long time simulations involving 50
hard-sphere particles with attractive inverse-sixth-pow
tails. In addition, all methods were shown to correctly rep
duce the canonical distribution of instantaneous tempera
~kinetic energy!. Note that, if the continuous potential is s
to zero, the presented methods also provide a way of
forming canonical, as opposed to isokinetic, hard-sph
molecular-dynamics simulations.
APPENDIX: CALCULATION OF TIME TO NEXT
COLLISION
In this Appendix we address the issue of the collisi
time calculation for mixed hard-core/continuous potenti
systems. The quartic equation for the collision condition@Eq.
~8!# is solved for all pairs of particles and the smallest po
tive root is located as the time to the next collision. F
mixed hard-core/continuous potentials systems, this i
time-consuming operation since collision times for all pa
must be recalculated after each collision. In addition, Eq.~8!
is quartic and difficult to solve. As we said in Sec. II, th
quartic equation must be solved accurately to give the sm
est positive root in a given interval in order to ensure that
collisions are missed.
In Ref. 2, we employed Laguerre’s method13 for colli-
sion time calculation for mixed hard-core/continuous pot
tials systems. The method is sufficient for all but the ve
smallest times steps studied. But the method turns out to
very slow. This because for any given time interval and p
of particles, all four complex roots need to be calculat
Also Laguerre’s method deals with complex arithmetic.
this Appendix, we propose a time saving collision-time c
culation method for Collision Verlet. This method is bas
on a Cauchy indices of a Sturm sequence8 of a real polyno-
mial in a real interval.
The Cauchy index is an integer that can be associa
with any real rational function and any interval whose e
points are not the poles of the function. Letr be a rational
function. The Cauchy index,I a
br (x), of r for the interval@a,
b# is by definition the number of jumps of the functionr
from 1` to 2` on the interval@a, b#. The Cauchy index can
be calculated for any real polynomial that forms a Sturticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
129.237.46.100 On: Tue,l-
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sequence,$ f 0 , f 1 ,...,f m%, for the interval@a, b#. The defini-
tion of the Sturm sequence of a real polynomials can
found in Ref. 8. The connection between the Cauchy ind
and the number of sign changes,v(x) for arbitrary realx, in
the numerical sequence,$ f 0 , f 1 ,...,f m%, is given by the fol-
lowing result due to Sturm.14
Theorem 1: Let the real polynomials,$f0,f1,...,fm% form a
Sturm sequence for the interval [a, b], a<b. Then,
I a
b f 1
f 0
5v~a!2v~b!. ~A1!
Using this theorem we can write the number of real ro
for a given polynomialp in any real interval@a, b# in terms
of the Cauchy index,
I a
b p8
p0
5v~a!2v~b! ~A2!
of the sequence$pk%, generated by the Euclidean algorithm
8
using the starting polynomialsp0ªp, p1ªp8, with p8 being
the first derivative of the polynomialp. The elements of the
rest of the sequence are linked by the relations
p0~x!5q1~x!p1~x!2p2~x!, ~A3!
p1~x!5q2~x!p2~x!2p3~x!, ~A4!
] ~A5!
pk21~x!5qk~x!pk~x!2pk11~x!,
] ~A6!
pm21~x!5qm~x!pm~x!.
The Euclidean algorithm also furnishes information abo
the multiplicity of the zeros.x0 is a zero of multiplicityk of
p if and only if it is a zero of multiplicityk21 of pm . We are
now able to develop a collision time calculation method
Collision Verlet.
From the above, the first step for Collision Verlet col
sion time calculation is to determine in a given time interv
the number of real roots by calculating the Cauchy index
the time interval. This means that we need an algorithm
polynomial division. The main problem with polynomia
division is that the bit length of coefficients in the sequen
can increase dramatically and also, because we are divid
in some cases the denominator can vanish. To solve
problem, we use the Sturm–Habicht pseudodivisions su
sultant~PRS! method.15 The members of the polynomial re
mainder sequencep1(x), p2(x), p3(x),...,ph(x),
l c@pi 11~x!#
ni2ni 1111pi~x!5pi 11~x!qi~x!2b i pi 12~x!,
~A7!
deg@pi 12~x!#<deg@pi 11~x!#, ~A8!
where i 51,2,...,h21, for some h, ni5deg@pi(x)#, and
l c@pi(x)# is the leading coefficient ofpi . The different val-
ues ofb i areject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
 16 Sep 2014 18:31:58
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 This ab15~21!
n12n211, b i5~21!
ni2ni 1111l c@pi~x!#
•Hi
ni2ni 11, i 52,3,...,h21, ~A9!
H25$ l c@p28~x!#%
n12n2, ~A10!
Hi5$ l c@pi~x!#%
ni 212niHi 21
12~ni 212ni ! , i 53,...,h21.
~A11!
Let
p~x!5ax41bx31cx21dx1e, ~A12!
be the quartic polynomial obtained from the collision con
tion of Eq. ~8!, and $p1 ,p2 ,p3 ,p4 ,p5% its Sturm–Habitch
sequence determined by using Eq.~71!. We now determine
the number of real roots of the equationp(t)50 in a given
time interval by calculating its Cauchy index, Eq.~66!. If
there is only one root, then we use the Newton–Raph
method13 to approximate the root. If there is more than o
root, then we combine the bisection method13 and root count-
ing method to isolate the time interval containing the sm
est root.
This method for solving for the shortest collision timerticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
129.237.46.100 On: Tue,-
n
-
quite efficient giving a factor of 20 speed-up from our pr
vious simulations using the Laguerre method,2 primarily be-
cause we no longer calculate all four roots of the qua
equation and avoid complex arithmetic.
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